Photodynamic Therapy (PDT)

Did you know?
- Australia is the skin cancer & sun damage capital of the world
- Rough, dry, scaly sun damaged skin, if left untreated, can turn into a skin cancer
- 80% of all skin cancers occur above the chest
- 80% of prematurely aged skin is caused by the sun
- 66% of Australians will have a skin cancer in their lifetime
- Once a skin cancer is removed, there is a greater risk of recurrence in the surrounding area

What is medical skin repair?
Medical skin repair is the treatment of sun damaged and aged skin by a doctor in their clinic. Procedures to achieve this include patient education, medical grade skin repair and protection products and non invasive light therapy a procedure called Photodynamic therapy (PDT).

What is Photodynamic Therapy (PDT)?
PDT is a treatment for men and women alike, PDT is a revolutionary non invasive light therapy that selectively treats sun damaged and aged skin. Though there are excellent cosmetic benefits in the use of PDT, it’s primary use is in the treatment of long term sun damage on the face, arms, chest, legs and scalp. It is also used as a final treatment after skin cancer has been removed.

There is growing evidence that PDT not only repairs sun damaged and aged skin, but it may help prevent the formation of precancerous lesions, which if left untreated can progress to skin cancer.

What are the benefits of PDT?
- Doctor only initiated and supervised treatment
- Minimal downtime or discomfort
- Excellent cosmetic outcome
- Preventative skin health treatment
- No scaring
- No toxic products
- Useful as a full face rejuvenation protocol
- All sun lovers past & present

Are there any side effects to PDT?

How does PDT work?

What are the complications?

How many procedures are needed?

Who would benefit from PDT?
- People with sun damaged & aged skin
- All caucasians over 40
- People who have had skin cancer removed in the past
- People who have reactions to skin cancer creams
- People sick of having sun spots burnt off
- Immuno compromised
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This comprehensive service includes:

- Advice on your future skin cancer risk
- Regular skin cancer follow up & surveillance
- Personalised skin health plans
- Doctor only skin repair and protection products
- Latest non invasive skin cancer treatment options
- Photodynamic Therapy lesion & field treatment

ACT NOW, take control & find out more about how to reduce your Future skin cancer risk

CALL 5577 5533

- FREE* initial consultation • No referral required

Skin Cancer & Medical Skin Rejuvenation Clinic
20 Falkinder Avenue Paradise Point 4216
* initial consultation bulk billed with valid Medicare card.